possibilities of joint business in Ukraine
Ladies and gentlemen

Promarmatura company expresses its respect and presents opportunities for joint business in Ukraine.

Promarmatura is the largest Ukrainian manufacturer and integrated supplier of pipe valves of different grades of ordinary and special steels and alloys.

For more than 20 years of work Promarmatura proved itself a reliable partner, supplying its products to dozens of companies from Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Austria.

Yours faithfully

Igor Mezhebovsky
General Director
JSC PROMARMATURA

AlexanderChelyadin
Board of Directors Chairman
SC PROMARMATURA
**JSC ARMAPROM (Mirgorod Valve Plant),**
Mirgorod city, Poltava region

Foundry: Unique steel-smelting gas-oxygen refining converter (GOR) (analogue of AOD-process) with capacity up to 7tn of liquid metal, two arch smelt-furnaces with capacity up to 4,5tn, two double-crucible coreless-type induction furnaces with capacity 0,65tn. Form-making – by technology of Hardening Tar-Sand Process of company FAT (Germany) and shell mould casting (pre-coated sand).

Machine workshop. Quantity of machines - 780 units. Precision machining of parts is possible.

Design bureau. Modern system of three dimension designing SolidWorks, program complex SprutCAM allow developing of program controls for machining of parts with different level of complexity on 3, 4 and 5 coordinate machining centers with CNC for producing stamps, die molds, casting molds, prototype models, master-models, parts of machines and constructions.

Department for manufacturing of moulds. 5-coordinate machining center with CNC.

Certified factory laboratory. Mechanical and spectral laboratories. All kinds of non-destructive control, including dye penetrant inspection and magnetic powder flaw detection, ultrasonic and X-ray control.

Testing complex.

Welding department certified according to EN ISO 14732

The plant makes serial production of pipe-line valves DN 50-1200 and PN 10-450, accepts orders for manufacturing of pump bodies, engines, agricultural machines, parts for engineering, mining, metallurgical equipment, products for food, medical and chemical industries.

There is a possibility to cast ingots with weight from 1 to 5 tn for further forging.

Convenient logistic location:

Kiev-----------------------------------250 km
Lvov /EU border/------------790 km
Kharkov /RF border/--------240 km

We offer: developing and manufacturing products of engineering, metallurgical and agricultural application, cooperation in creating new types of production on the facilities of the plant.

---

**PJSC «SLAVGOROD FITTING VALVES PLANT»**

Slavgorod city, Dnepropetrovsk region

Metal-forming press shop: forging press with load 1000 tn – 2 units, load 400 tn – 1 unit, load 250 tn - 2 units, block hammer with load 3,15 tn.

Machine workshop. Quantity of machines - 345 units

Surfacing, assembling, painting departments. Testing complex.

The plant produces pipe-line valves DN 6-40 and PN 16-373 and also has serial manufacture of products for mining and engineering industries.

Convenient logistic location:

High-way Kharkov-Simferopol ------1 km
Zaporozhye ------------------30 km
Dnepropetrovsk------------------70 km

•Area of land property ----- 51 900 sq m
•Area of production work-shops metal-forming ------- 7 800 sq m
•Administrative buildings -- 308 and 453 sq m
•Power delivered -------3 495 kW.
•Water supply: central and autonomous

We offer: developing and manufacturing products of engineering, metallurgical and agricultural application, cooperation in creating new types of production on the facilities of the plant.
STORAGE COMPLEX,
village Balovka of Dnepropetrovsk region

Has all necessary equipment for acceptance, storage and treatment of different cargoes, delivered by trucks and by railway. Has lifting and loading equipment, including loaders KAMATSU, auto-crane 12 tn, two travelling cranes 20 and 12 tn. The company has own park of vehicles—more than 50 units including truck-tractors DAF, RENO, MAN, trailers Kögel, auto-crane, elevated work platform. We are members of Association of International Road Carriers of Ukraine.

Convenient logistic location:
Dnepropetrovsk ---------------10 km
High-way Donetsk-Kiev-Lvov ------1 km
Kharkov /RF border/--------240 km

•Own rail-way branch line to the station
  •On the territory of our complex there are 3 own rail lines and own shunting diesel locomotive
  •Sheltered ramp
•Area of land property --140 000 sq m
•Area of sheltered storage facilities ----47 000 sq m
•Open metal storage - - ------ 6 000 sq m
•Exhibition ground for sales of agricultural machines 6 950 sq m
  •Power delivered 664 kW.

We offer: free ware-house areas and open storage grounds for acceptance, storage and treatment of cargoes, organization of exhibitions and sales of machinery.

INDUSTRIAL SITE,
Dnepropetrovsk city

•Land property with area 12 300 sq m
•Land property with area 17 116 sq m
•Production and administrative building 2 182 sq m
•Production building 3 500 sq m
  •Power delivered 475 kW.

We offer: organization of different types of industrial production, including minor metallurgical, on free areas of this object.
## The reference list of JSC PROMARMATURA

JSC "PROMARMATURA" carries out deliveries of the goods to the following enterprises:

### In Ukraine:

#### Mining and iron and steel industry

- PJSC "ArcelorMittal Kryvyi Rih"
- PJSC "ILYICH IRON AND STEEL WORKS"
- PJSC "EVRAZ - DMZ Petrovskogo"
- PJSC "AZOVSTAL IRON & STEEL WORKS"
- PJSC "Sukha Balka"
- PJSC "YENAKIEVE IRON AND STEEL WORKS"
- PSC «Donetsk metallurgical plant»
- JSC “Zaporizhstal”
- PJSC "Alchevsk Iron & Steel Works"
- PJSC Dneprovsky Integrated Iron&Steel Works named after Dzershinsky
- CJSC "Makeevsky metallurgical plant"
- LLC “DTEK Mine Komsomolets Donbassa” and other mines of DTEK group
- PJSC " Zaporozhye FerroalloyPlant"
- PJSC " Marganetz Iron Ore Enrichment Works (GOK)"
- PJSC "Nikopol Ferroalloys Plant"
- PJSC "Stakhanov Ferroalloys Plant"
- PJSC "Orzhonikidze Iron Ore Enrichment Works (GOK)" and other enterprises of PRIVAT Group
- DTEK Pavlograd Vugillia

#### Oil and gas industry

- PJSC «UKRNAFTA»
- OJSC «UKRTATNAFTA»
- OJSC "Lisichansk oil refinery plant"
- JSC "Naftokhimik Prykarpattya"
- UkrGasVydobuvannya

#### Chemical industry

- PJSC "Makeevkoks"
- PJSC "Semiconductor Plant" Zaporizhia
- PJSC "Bagleikoks"
- PJSC "ALCHEVSK BY-PRODUCT COKING PLANT"
- PJSC "DneprAzot"
- PJSC "CherkassyAzot"
- PJSC "Group "Stirol"
- PJSC "RivneAzot"
- PJSC "CRIMEAN SODA PLANT"

### In Republic of Belarus

#### Oil and gas industry

- “Belorusneft” state-owned petroleum company
- JSC “Gomeletransoil Druzba”
- OJSC "Naftan"
- JSC “Mozyr Oil Refinery”
- OJSC "Naftan", plant "Polymir"

#### Chemical industry

- JSC "Grodno Azot"
- OJSC "SvetlogorskKhimvolokno"
- JSC "Gomel Chemical Plant"
- JSC "Svetlogorsk pulp and board plant"

### In Republic of Kazakhstan

#### Mining and iron and steel industry

- JSC " ArcelorMittal Temirtau "
- Sokolov-Sarbai Mining Production Association (SSGPO)
- LLC "Kazpromservice"
- Atomic Company KAZATOMPROM
- LLC "Kazpromservice"

#### Power industry

- LLP " Kazakhmys Energy Corporation "
- JSC «Zhaiykteploenergo» (Uralsk city)
- "Almaty Power Stations" (JSC "AlES")
- JSC "Transenergo" (Aktobe city)
In Russian Federation

Mining and iron and steel industry
PJSC "MMC "NORILSK NICKEL " OJSC "Severstal"
OJSC "Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works"
JSC "ALROSA"
OJSC "Novolipetsky MK"
OJSC "Nizhny Tagil MK"
OJSC "Zapadno Sibirsky MK"
OJSC "Mikhailovsky GOK"
LLC "Stoilensky GOK"
OJSC "Donantratzit"

Oil and gas industry
JSC "TransNeft"
OJSC "Taymigraz"
OJSC "Norilskgazprom" OAO
JSC " Slavneft-YANOS"
JSC " Tatneft"
JSC " Tamanneftegas"
LLC "Purneftepererabotka"
OJSC "Ufaorgsintez"
OJSC "Surgutneftekhimmontazh"

Chemical industry
JSC NIIK (Research and Design Institute of Urea and Organic Synthesis Products)
OJSC " Nevinnomysskiy Azot"
PJSC "Nizhnekamskneftekhim"
United Chemical Company "Shchekinoazot"
JSC "MINUDOBRENIYA"
LLC "Novomoskovskiy Chlor"
OJSC "Phosagro-Cherepovets"
OJSC "Novomoskovskiy Azot" (NAK Azot)
OJSC "Acron"

Power industry
Kalinin Nuclear Power Station
Rostov Nuclear Power Plant
Kostroma Power Station (Kostromskaya GRES)
Krasnoyarskaya GRES-2
JSC Cherepets SDPP
Moscow CHP-8,9,20,25,26
Permits and certificates

In 2016 JSC «Promarmatura» was certified by BUREAU VERITAS as a producer of pipe-line valves in accordance with requirements of European standards and Directive PED 2014/68/EU for equipment working under the pressure with the right for using CE mark.

In the year 2016 certification center TUEV THUERINGEN (Germany) confirmed the validity of certificate of correspondence of JSC «Promarmatura» as a producer of forgings and castings made of carbon and stainless steel grades in accordance with requirements of European standards and Directive.

Besides, in May 2016 we successfully finished certification and qualification tests according to standards NORSEK M-650 (Edition 4) and M-630 (Edition 6) and obtained certificate of correspondence in system of NORSEK.

Products of our company are also certified for correspondence with requirements of Technical regulations TP TC 032, TP TC 010 and national system of certification UkrSEPRO (УкрСЕПРО).

System of quality management in JSC «Promarmatura» has been certified for correspondence with requirements of international standard ISO 9001 since the year 2003.
JSC PROMARMATURA
17, Simferopolska Str.
Dnipro, 49005, Ukraine

phone. +38 0562 356601, 356624
e-mail: pa@promarmatura.ua

www.promarmatura.ua